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A search for Z ° decays into pairs of possible new heavy quarks (t and b' ), new heavy charged leptons (L -+ ), stable heavy neutral 
leptons (VL) and unstable heavy neutral leptons (L °) is performed on data collected by the ALEPH detector corresponding to 
11 550 events of Z°-.hadrons. The limits on the masses of the heavy quarks are Mr> 45.8 GeV and Mb, > 46.0 GeV, allowing for 
both charged-current and flavor-changing neutral-current decays of the b'.  If an L -+ decays into a stable VL, then for M, L < 42.7 
GeV, the mass of L ± is excluded for all values of ML-+ > MvL. Finally, while the mass of the stable VL is excluded up to 42.7 GeV, 
the mass of the unstable L ° is excluded up to 45.7 GeV with the mixing parameters I U~LO [ 2 down to 10 -13 at this mass. For 25.0 
GeV <MLo < 42.7 GeV, all values of I U~L012 are excluded. All limits are given at 95% CL. 
1. Introduction 
T h e  r ecen t  o p e r a t i o n  o f  the  Large  E l e c t r o n -  
P o s i t r o n  Col l ider ,  LEP,  at  C E R N ,  p r o v i d e s  a n  excel-  
l en t  o p p o r t u n i t y  to  ca r ry  ou t  sea rches  for  new  pa r t i -  
cles. U s i n g  d a t a  r e c o r d e d  d u r i n g  t he  f i rs t  p e r i o d  o f  
LEP  o p e r a t i o n  f r o m  S e p t e m b e r  19 to  N o v e m b e r  7, 
1989, we h a v e  p e r f o r m e d  searches  for  a top  q u a r k  ( t ) ,  
a f o u r t h - g e n e r a t i o n  cha rge  - ]  b o t t o m  type  q u a r k  
( b ' ) ,  a s e q u e n t i a l  h e a v y  c h a r g e d  l e p t o n  ( L  + ), a n  un-  
s tab le  n e u t r a l  h e a v y  l e p t o n  ( L  °)  a n d  a s tab le  n e u t r a l  
i Present address: CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland. 
2 Supported by CAICYT, Spain. 
3 Supported by the National Science Foundation of China. 
4 Permanent address: DESY, D-2000 Hamburg 52, FRG. 
5 On leave of absence from SLAC, Stanford, CA 94309, USA. 
6 On leave of absence from University of Washington, Seattle, 
WA 98195, USA. 
7 Supported by the Danish Natural Science Research Council. 
8 Supported by the UK Science and Engineering Research 
Council. 
9 Supported by SLOAN fellowship, contract BR 2703. 
io Supported by the US Department of Energy, contract DE- 
FG05-87ER40319. 
11 Supported by the NSF, contract PHY-8451274. 
12 Supported by the US Department of Energy, contract DE- 
FCOS-85ER250000. 
3 Also at Istituto di Fisica Generale, Universith di Torino, Turin, 
Italy. 
14 Also at Istituto di Cosmo-Geofisica del CNR, Turin, Italy. 
15 Supported by the Bundesministerium fiir Forschung und 
Technologie, FRG. 
16 Supported by Fonds zur Frrderung der wissenshaftlichen 
Forschung, Austria. 
17 Supported by the lnstitut de Recherche Fondamentale du CEA. 
t8 Present address: INFN, Sezione di Milano, 1-20133 Milan, 
Italy. 
19 Permanent address: LBL, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA. 
zo Supported by the US Department of Energy, contract DE- 
AC02-76ER00881. 
h e a v y  l e p t o n  (VL) f r o m  Z ° decay.  In  all t hese  cases,  a 
Z ° is a s s u m e d  to decay  in to  a pa i r  o f  these  new q u a r k s  
or  new  l e p t o n s  w i th  a decay  ra te  g i v e n  by  t he  s tan-  
d a r d  mode l .  T h e  p rocesses  s t u d i e d  are: 
Z°~ t i ,  (i)  
Z ° ~ b ' 6  ' , ( 2 )  
Z ° ~ L + L  - , ( 3 )  
Z ° -~ L ° L ° , ( 4 ) 
Z°~VLgL. ( 5 ) 
T h e  decays  o f  t, b ' ,  L -+, L ° are  v ia  a c h a r g e d - c u r r e n t  
p roces s  i n to  a v i r t ua l  W b o s o n  ( W * ) :  
t - , b W *  , 
b '  - , c W * ,  
L -+-~vL w *  (VL s t a b l e )  , 
L°-- ,~W * ( ~ = e ,  g, ~) . 
In  a d d i t i o n ,  the  decays  o f  b '  v i a  f l a v o r - c h a n g i n g  
n e u t r a l - c u r r e n t  are also cons ide red :  
b '  ~ b 7  
a n d  
b '  ~ b g .  
Recen t ly ,  the  A L E P H  C o l l a b o r a t i o n  ha s  de te r -  
m i n e d ,  o n  t he  bas i s  o f  the  cross  s ec t ion  for  
e + e  - - . h a d r o n s  at  the  Z ° peak ,  the  n u m b e r  o f  l ight  
n e u t r i n o  species  to  be  3.01 +_0.16 [ 1,2] ~ .  T h i s  re- 
su l t  imp l i e s  t h a t  t he re  is n o  f o u r t h - g e n e r a t i o n  l ight  
n e u t r i n o .  Because  o f  the  h igh  accu racy  o f  th i s  resul t ,  
~1 In ref. [2], about 18 500 hadronic events are used for the 
analysis. 
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one can set a limit on the mass of a stable heavy 
fourth-generation neutrino (or neutral lepton). On 
the other hand, if the fourth-generation neutral lep- 
ton is unstable, then this result [ 1,2 ] gives a rather 
poor limit on the mass. For this reason, it is desirable 
to carry out a direct search for unstable neutral lep- 
tons (L°). We consider the case where there is mix- 
ing between the neutral heavy lepton and the three 
light neutrinos. If  the mixing parameters of L ° with 
ve, v~ and v, are UeLo, UI.tLO and U, LO respectively, then 
L °, which is the decay product of the Z ° as indicated 
by (4), contains the terms 
UeLo I V~ > + U~Lo I V, > + U~Lo I V~ > . 
With such mixing, the heavy neutral lepton L ° can 
decay into a virtual W together with an e, a ~t or a x. 
The study of processes ( 1 ) - (  5 ) is performed using 
data collected with the ALEPH detector with an in- 
tegrated luminosity of 542 nb- I  at center-of-mass 
energies from 88.3 GeV to 94.3 GeV. This corre- 
sponds to 11 550 Z°--,hadrons events. This paper de- 
scribes the search for processes (1 ) - (5 ) ,  with the 
following topologies or methods: 
(i) Search for charged-current decays of t, b' and 
L ° by the topology of an isolated charged particle. The 
isolated charged particle is the e ±, ~t ± or one-prong 
decays of the x -+, resulting from the leptonic or semi- 
leptonic decay of the new quark or new lepton. 
(ii) Search for the flavor-changing neutral-current 
decay of b' by a topology of an isolated photon 
(b' --+by) or of a four-jet final state (b' ~bg, 13' --,bg). 
(iii) In the case of Z°-,L°L °, when the lifetime of 
L ° is long, as explained below, the topology of the 
events could be one or two displaced vertices. 
(iv) Using the total hadronic cross section mea- 
surement at the Z ° peak, mass limits can be set for VL 
and L -+ on the processes Z0~VLgL and Z ° ~ L + L  - ,  
where L -+ --. YEW*. For the long-lived L °, limits can be 
set on [ U~Lo 12 as a function of ME0. 
2. The ALEPH detector 
The ALEPH detector is described in detail else- 
where [ 3 ]. The parts of the detector relevant to this 
analysis are the inner tracking chamber (ITC), the 
large time projection chamber (TPC), the electro- 
magnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and the hadronic cal- 
orimeter (HCAL). A 1.5 T magnetic field is pro- 
vided by the superconducting solenoid surrounding 
the TPC and ECAL. The luminosity calorimeter 
(LCAL) provides energy and position measure- 
ments of the showers produced by the small-angle 
Bhabha scattering e+e - - , e + e  -.  The readout of the 
apparatus is triggered independently by several sep- 
arate conditions, one of which is most relevant to this 
study. The total energy trigger demands a deposition 
of energy in the ECAL such that the energy in the bar- 
rel is greater than 6.6 GeV or the energy in either 
endcap is greater than 3.7 GeV, or 1.5 GeV each in 
both endcaps. 
3. Search for charged-current decay of t, b' and L ° by 
a topology of an isolated charged particle 
A search for new quarks (t, b' ) and new neutral 
heavy leptons (L °) is performed by identifying a to- 
pology where there is an isolated charged particle in 
an event from the leptonic or semi-leptonic decay of 
the t, b' or L °. In this analysis, as well as the analysis 
described in section 4, both charged and neutral par- 
ticles are used. A charged particle is required to have 
at least 4 TPC coordinates, I do I < 2 cm and I z01 < 5 
cm (for L °, I do I < 7 cm and I z01 < 10 cm), where do 
is the distance of closest approach to the interaction 
point in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis and 
Zo is the coordinate along the beam with respect to 
the interaction point. At least five charged particles 
are required in an event. The total charged energy in 
the event is required to be greater than 9 GeV. A neu- 
tral particle is defined as an electromagnetic cluster 
in the ECAL which is not associated with a charged 
particle. The energy of an ECAL neutral cluster is re- 
quired to be greater than 0.5 GeV. 
Selection criteria for the events are: (i) the vector 
sum of the transverse momenta I ZPTI of all particles 
with respect to the beam axis must be greater than 8 
GeV/c; (ii) the aplanarity (A) of the event is greater 
than 0.03. 
Selection criteria for an isolated charged particle 
are: (i) the charged particle is required to have PT > 3 
GeV/c where P'r is defined as the transverse momen- 
tum of the charged particle with respect to the thrust 
axis of the event; (ii) for each charged particle i, the 
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isolation parameter p~ is calculated by performing a 
jet analysis using the L U N D  cluster algorithm [ 4] ~2 
on all the charged particles of  the event, except par- 
ticle i. Here p~ is defined as [ 5 ] 
pi = m i n  x / 2 E i (  1 - c o s  Oij) , 
jet j 
where Ei is the energy in GeV of  the ith charged par- 
ticle and 0 o is the angle between the ith particle and 
the axis of  the jth jet. Events are accepted if p >  1.8, 
where p =  maximum of  (pi). Fig. 1 shows the distri- 
butions of  the isolation parameter p for the data and 
for the simulated events, normalized to the same in- 
tegrated luminosity as the data, o f b '  at 40 GeV mass 
after applying all other selection criteria. The cut is 
at 1.8. 
Using the event and isolated charged particle selec- 
tion criteria, 6 events are observed in the data and 
6.5 events are expected from the Monte Carlo simu- 
lation of  the background from Z °- ,  q~l (g). Hence we 
can exclude at 95% CL mass ranges oft ,  b '  and L ° for 
which we would have observed more than 6.2 events. 
First-order QCD corrections [6] are included to 
calculate the cross section and hence the expected 
,2 In the algorithm, the jet-forming cutoff parameter djoi. is 
changed from its default value to djoi. = 2.0 GeV. 
60"0L ]' ~ I I 
LT 
50.0 
Carlo- , ,5 Flavor Monte 
t [  [ ]  DATA 
'~o.o~{~].~ • b' Monte Carlo 
"~  30.0 ~ ~-~ 
FII 
~ . 
ii. 
0.0 ~ "~" "~ 
0.0 2.0 ¢.0 6.0 8.0 
P 
Fig. 1. Distributions of  the isolation parameter p, after applying 
all other selection criteria, for the data and the Monte Carlo sim- 
ulated events, normalized to the same integrated luminosity as 
the data, for Z°- ,b 'b  ' at 40 GeV mass. The cut is a t p =  1.8. 
number  of  events for t and b ' .  The simulated events 
for Z°~ t t ,  b ' b '  and L ° L  ° are processed by the same 
reconstruction and analysis programs as those used 
for the real data. To implement the jet fragmenta- 
tion, the L U N D  parton shower model version 6.3 [ 7 ] 
is used, which is known to describe the data well [ 8 -  
10 ]. Trigger efficiencies are calculated using a Monte 
Carlo simulation program which models the trigger 
conditions of  the ALEPH detector and has been tuned 
to and tested with the data from the processes 
Z ° ~ e + e  - ,  ~t+~t - ,  z + x  - and hadrons. In most of  the 
cases under study, the trigger efficiencies are similar 
to those of  Z°--,hadrons, namely 100% [1,2]. The 
detection efficiencies after all event selection criteria 
depend on the quark and lepton masses and are about 
14% for t and b ' ,  28% for L ° ~ e W  * or ~tW* and 22% 
for L ° ~ x W  * at a mass of  40 GeV. 
The systematic errors on the expected number  of  
detected events are estimated as follows. An uncer- 
tainty of  1.3% comes from the integrated luminosity. 
The uncertainty in the cross section varies between 
3% at 25 GeV and 22% at 45 GeV for both t and b ' ,  
due to an uncertainty of  25% in the higher order QCD 
correction [6]. The uncertainty due to the quark 
fragmentation parameter and the semileptonic 
branching ratio is about 5% for t, b '  and 2% for L °. 
The uncertainty due to Monte Carlo statistics and 
detector simulation is about 4%. All errors are added 
in quadrature. 
Figs. 2a-2c give the expected number of  events after 
applying the event selection criteria for t, b '  and L ° 
as a function of  mass with the 95% CL limits indi- 
cated. The corrections due to different production 
cross sections at the different center-of-mass energies 
in the data are taken into account. In all cases we set 
the limit using the number of  events expected minus 
1.64 (one-sided 95% CL limit) times the total sys- 
tematic error. For the charged-current decays of  t, b ' ,  
and L °, the following regions of  mass are excluded at 
95% CL: 
26.0 GeV <M~ <45.8  G e V ,  
26.0 GeV <Mb, <46.2  G e V ,  
25.0 GeV < MLO < 45.7 G e V .  
These results extend the earlier ones from TRISTAN 
[ 11 ]. Those on the quarks t and b'  overlap with the 
results from proton-ant iproton colliders [ 12-14 ], 
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Fig. 2. (a) The number of expected events for Z 0_~ ti after apply- 
ing the event selection criteria as a function oft mass. The 95% 
CL limit is indicated. (b) The same as (a) but for Z°-,b'13 '. (c) 
The same as (a) but for Z°--,L°L °. The solid curve is for L°~eW * 
or ~tW* and the dashed curve for L°--*xW *. 
and are similar  to the recent ones from M A R K  II [ 15 ] 
and OPAL [ 16 ]. The result on the neutral  heavy lep- 
ton extends the l imit  given by M A R K  II [ 15 ]. 
ground process of  Z°--,qdl(g) follow the descr ipt ion 
given in section 3. 
( i )  b '  ~ b y .  The following descr ipt ion of  the anal- 
ysis applies to both cases: ( 1 ) Z°~b'13 ' where both 
b '  decay to by, and (2)  Z°--,b'13 ' where one b '  de- 
cays to by  and the other to bg. In both cases, we search 
for a high-energy isolated photon  in an event. Using 
the same def ini t ion o f  variables as given in section 3, 
the event selection cri teria are: thrust ( T ) < 0 . 8 ,  
aplanar i ty  (A) > 0.03, photon  energy and transverse 
momen tum with respect to the thrust axis greater than 
10 GeV and 3 GeV/c ,  respectively. Finally,  the iso- 
lat ion paramete r  p for the photon  is required to be 
greater than 2.5. The detect ion efficiency for b '  --*by 
is 30% at 40 GeV mass. With  these event selection 
criteria, 4 events are observed in the data  while a 
background of  2.0 is expected from the background 
s imulat ion of  Z°--,q~l(g) based on five quarks. Since 
a 95% CL l imit  corresponds to 7.2 expected events, 
we can exclude the branching rat io of  b '  --*by greater 
than 5% for a b '  mass between 26.0 GeV and 46.0 
GeV at 95% CL as shown in fig. 3n ( lef t-hand side 
coord ina te ) .  
( i i )  b'-,bg. A Z°-- ,b '6  ' event with both b '  decay- 
ing into bg gives a four-jet final state. Particles in each 
event with thrust (T)  < 0.8 and aplanar i ty  (A) > 0.2 
are required to group into four jets  using the L U N D  
4. Search for flavor-changing neutral-current decay of  
b' by a topology of  an isolated photon or of  a four-jet 
final state 
I f a  b '  exists with mass less than half  o f  the Z ° mass 
and with the present  l imit  o f t  mass being larger than 
half  of  the Z ° mass, the rate of  the charged-current  
decay is via b ' - - .cW*,  which is expected to be sup- 
pressed by the small coupling V~b, [ 17 ]. The result, 
shown in fig. 2b, rules out  the existence o f  a b '  for 
mass below 45.0 GeV if  the rate o f  the charged-cur- 
rent decay is larger than 10%. It has been poin ted  out 
that  f lavor-changing neutral-current  b '  decays could 
occur with a sizeable rate [ 17,18 ]; such decays are 
expected to be domina ted  by b'--*by and b ' -~bg.  A 
search for such processes is descr ibed below. The se- 
lection of  charged and neutral  particles,  and the sim- 
ulation o f  the Z° -*b ' b  ' process ~3 as well as the back- 
~3 The simulation for b' --,by and bg is implemented in ref. [ 19 ]. 
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Fig. 3. The excluded region in decay branching ratios at 95% CL 
limit for (a) b' -~by and (b) b' ~ bg as a function of b' mass from 
the process Z°-,b'l~ ' . 
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cluster algorithm [ 4 ]. The energy of each jet (Ej) is 
then determined from the solution of the four equa- 
tions of energy-momentum conservation: 
4 4 
Ejpj=0 and ~ E j = E c m ,  (6) 
j ~ l  j ~ l  
where the velocity flj is the vector sum of the mo- 
menta of all the particles in jet j divided by the sum 
of their energies. The direction of this vector sum de- 
fines the direction of the jet. The jet-jet invariant 
mass is then computed for all pairs of the four jets. 
Each pair of two jets is assigned to a b' for that pair- 
ing which gives the smallest difference in invariant 
masses (AM) of the two pairs. Events are accepted if 
[6ml ~< 2a~t where t~t, the invariant mass resolution 
of two jets, is 5 GeV. The detection efficiency is 9%. 
With these event selection criteria, we observe 6 
events in the data and expect 6.2 background events 
from the Monte Carlo simulation of the background 
process Z°-~q~l(g) for 5 quarks. Since the 95% CL 
limit corresponds to 6.6 expected events, we exclude 
the branching ratio ofb '  -~bg greater than 65% for b' 
mass between 26.0 GeV and 46.0 GeV at 95% CL as 
shown in fig. 3 (right-hand side coordinate). 
In conclusion, if the sum of the branching ratios of 
b' decays into c~v (~=e, g, ~) by charged current and 
into b7 or bg by flavor-changing neutral current is as- 
sumed to be 100%, then the mass range ofb '  from 26 
GeV to 46 GeV is excluded at 95% CL. This result 
agrees well with refs. [ 15, 16 ]. 
5. Search for Z °- ,  L°L o from displaced vertices 
The search for an L ° using the isolated particle to- 
pology, as described in section 3, requires the mixing 
parameters [ UQLO [2 t o  be large enough that L ° decays 
very close to the e+e - interaction point. The lifetime 
of the L ° is inversely proportional to the mixing pa- 
rameters I U~eo [ 2 when L ° couples to a lepton ~ by 
z ( L ° - ~ - X  + ) 
5 
( m,  ) z,Br (L°--+~-e+ve) 
= mToLo f ( m L o , ~ , X )  lU~Lol 2" (7) 
The factorf(mLo, ~, X) is a phase-space correction, 
which is taken to be 1, as the smallest L ° mass being 
considered is 20 GeV. Br (L°-+~-e+ve) is taken to be 
11% in this mass range. When the mixing to ~ is small 
([ U~LO 12~ 10-1°), the Z°-~L°~ signature is one or 
two vertices, separated from the e+e - interaction 
point, and with no charged particles coming from the 
interaction point. In the case of two vertices, these 
are expected to be collinear with the intersection point 
and on opposite sides of it. A search has been per- 
formed to look for such vertices. 
Only charged particles having at least six TPC co- 
ordinates are considered for this analysis. A vertex 
finding algorithm is used to find all possible vertices 
of these charged particles in the event with momenta 
greater than 500 MeV/c. A vertex is defined if its Z 2 
probability is at least 1%. 
A possible L°[fi pair is defined as any pair of ver- 
tices where the cosine of the angle 0 in the r0 plane 
between the two vectors joining the vertices to the 
interaction point is less than -0 .4 .  (i.e. 0> 114 ° ). If 
more than one such pair exists, the best pair is chosen 
on the basis of the largest number of charged parti- 
cles used and the largest vertex-vertex opening angle 
in the r0 plane, in that order. If no such pair exists, 
the single vertex with the largest number of charged 
particles and lowest Z 2 is used. Also, if there are more 
charged particles in the best vertex than in the best 
pair, the single vertex topology is assigned to this 
event. Once a best pair or single vertex has been cho- 
sen, a final vertex fit is performed, where any leftover 
charged particles in the event are matched to the ver- 
tices already found, in increasing order of their effect 
on the vertex's Z 2, until a limit of 1% Z 2 probability 
is reached. A vertex is now required to have a mini- 
mum of three charged particles. 
We require that cOS0v>-0.95 (i.e. 0v<162 °) 
where 0v is the angle, in the plane perpendicular to 
the beam axis (r~ plane), between the vector sum of 
the momenta of all the charged particles from the 
vertex and the direction from the interaction point to 
the vertex. The vertex must be well-contained within 
the TPC volume, i.e. Rro< 179 cm and [z~[ < 220 cm 
where Rr0 is the distance between the vertex and the 
interaction point in the rO plane and I Zol is the dis- 
tance between the vertex and the interaction point 
along the beam axis. 
To eliminate the background process Z °--+ q~ (g), 
the vertices found are required to have R,o> 1 cm for 
a two-vertex topology and Rro> 7.8 cm (the radius of 
the beam pipe) for a single-vertex topology. 
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In order  to remove events from beam-gas  and 
b e a m - p i p e  interact ions,  the sum of  energies of  all the 
charged part icles belonging to one ( in a one-vertex 
topology)  or  both ( in a two-vert ices topology)  ver- 
tices in an event is required to be greater than 10 GeV. 
To remove Z ° ~ z + z  - events which produce a dis- 
placed vertex because of  poor  vertex f inding due to 
the highly col l imated nature  o f  these events, the 
cosine of  the angle 01z between the two fastest charged 
particles from the same vertex is required to be greater 
than - 0 . 9 8  (i.e. 0~2< 169 °) .  Events with a vertex 
having R,¢, within 0.5 cm of  the beam pipe, the ITC 
outer  wall or the TPC inner  wall are also rejected. 
The major i ty  of  the cosmic ray background events 
are rejected by requiring a difference between the t ime 
o f  beam crossing and the t ime of  energy deposi t ion  
in the ECAL modules  to be less than 200ns. This t im- 
ing selection introduces less than 2.5% inefficiency in 
the Z ° ~ qq (g) data.  Cosmic ray events are further re- 
duced by examining the TPC coordinates between the 
vertex point  and the interact ion point.  I f  Rro of  the 
vertex is greater than Rr¢ of  the innermost  TPC co- 
ordinate  by more  than 9 cm, the event  is rejected. For  
a heavy L °, low m o m e n t u m  charged part icles may 
travel inwards, hence we only consider  the innermost  
TPC coordinate  of  a charged part icle with momen-  
tum greater than 9 GeV/c .  
Applying the above event  selection cri teria to the 
data  of  540 n b - ' ,  we find no candida te  with a dis- 
placed vertex. 
Monte  Carlo s imulated events for Z°--,L°L v are 
generated using the T IPTOP program [20] for dif- 
ferent values o f  the mass and o f  the mixing parame-  
ter [ U~LO 12, taking into account the TPC systematics  
at their  most  pessimist ic  levels. The selection algo- 
r i thm is appl ied  to obta in  the expected number  o f  
events at each point  and  a bicubic spline fit is then 
per formed to obta in  the contour  (b )  in the [ U~L0 I 2 
versus Mco plane as shown in fig. 4. This corresponds 
to three expected events and  gives the l imit  of  the ex- 
cluded region for Z ° ~ L ° L  v at 95% CL. This  l imit  ap- 
plies equally well to L ° mixing to e, ~t and z, since the 
kinemat ic  differences between these decays have a 
negligible effect upon the vertex f inding algori thm. 
Super imposed in fig. 4 is the 95% CL l imit  contour  
(a )  from the result of  the search for p rompt  L ° as 
descr ibed in section 3. Hence an L ° is excluded up to 
a mass of  46.0 GeV with mixing parameters  I U~co[ 2 
1 . . . . . . . .  i . . . .  i . . . .  i . . . .  i . . . . .  . 
% 
d 
1 0 -4. 
1 0 -s 
1 0  -12 
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1 0-20 
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~.(o) 
~ e(b) 
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(c) 
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L ° MOss (OeV/c 2) 
Fig. 4. The excluded regions at 95% CL for Z°~L°f- ° in the 
I U~LO 12 versus MLO plane from (a) the search for prompt L °, (b) 
the search for long-lived L ° from displaced vertices, and (c) the 
limit for long-lived L ° from the total hadronic cross section mea- 
surement at the Z ° peak. The bounded regions denote the areas 
of exclusion. 
as small  a s  1 0  - 1 3  . This is two orders  o f  magni tude  
more sensitive than previously repor ted  results [ 21 ]. 
6. M a s s  l imi t s  on new quarks  and new leptons  from 
the total  hadronic  cross  sec t ion  me a su r e me n t  at the 
Z ° peak  
From the measurement  of  the peak hadronic  cross 
section O'0ad by the ALEPH Collaborat ion,  the num- 
ber  of  light neutr ino species is found to be 
Nv= 3.01 _+0.16 [2].  This result can be used to set a 
mass l imit  on t, b ' ,  L -+, stable VL and unstable L °. 
( i )  Z°-- vLOL. For  z O - - - ~ V L g L ,  where v L is the stable 
fourth-generation neutrino, the result Nv = 3.01 _+ 0.16 
excludes at 95% CL the region where 
FVL > [ (3.01 - -3 .00)  + 1.64×0.16]Fvo 
=0.272rvo. (8) 
Here FVL and F~e are the par t ia l  widths for Z ° decays 
into VLgL and %% respectively. The factor 1.64 cor- 
responds to the one-sided 95% CL limit.  The par t ia l  
width F1/2 for the Z ° decaying into a pair  o f  spin o n e -  
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half  particles is a function of  the mass of  the particles,  
FI /2  = N GFM3z 
24g x/~ fl[½(3-f12)vZ+aZf12]' (9)  
where N is the color factor, fl is the velocity of  each of  
these particles and v and a are the vector  and axial 
vector  couplings of  the same particle to the Z °. Using 
eqs. (8)  and (9)  the region where 
0~<MvL <42.7  GeV 
is excluded at 95% CL. 
( i i )  Z °--, L + L - .  For  Z °--, L + L -  where L -+ --, vrW*, 
the region where 
/-'had /"5 quarks +XFL± 
FtZot - ( F s M  +F~L+FL±) 2 
F5  quarks 
< (10) 
(FSM +0.272Fv~) 2 
is excluded at 95% CL. The coefficient 0.2?2 is ob- 
ta ined from eq. (8) .  Here x is the rat io of  the detec- 
t ion efficiency for an L +- to be ident i f ied as a had- 
ronic event  to the detect ion efficiency for hadronic  
event  using the event selection cri teria as described 
in ref. [ 1 ]. An event is accepted as a hadronic  event 
i f  there are at least five charged particles and the total  
charged energy in the event is greater than 10% of  the 
center-of-mass energy. The partial  widths/"5 quarks and 
FSM take the s tandard  model  values with three gen- 
e r a t i o n s : / ' 5 =  1.737 GeV and FSM=2.487 GeV. Us- 
ing eq. (9)  and solving inequal i ty  (10)  for M ~  in 
terms of  ML±, we can exclude the full triangle 
M,,~ < M r ±  < Mz/2 ,  as shown in fig. 5, except for the 
small area near the top corner. In obtaining this ex- 
cluded region the values of  x are taken from Monte  
Carlo computations.  The result is insensitive to x near 
the area where ML± and M ~  are close in mass (x  is 
near zero) .  Using the result given by subsection 6 ( i )  
above, the region where Mr_+ > Mz/2  and M ~  < 42.7 
GeV is excluded for all values of  Mr_+ as shown in fig. 
5. This result covers a much larger excluded region in 
the Mv~ versus Mr_+ plane than previously repor ted 
[22]. 
For  Z°- - ,L+L - where the L +- are stable, eq. (10)  
can be used to set l imits  on Mr± if  we assume that  
M~_ > Mz/2  and hence it is not  p roduced  in Z ° decay. 
In this case, in add i t ion  to F ~  being zero, x is also 
zero due to the fact that  a two-charged-part icle  final 
6o 
Z°--> L 'L-  ( L :~ ~ uLW*) 
50 
h-r 
40 
8 
~ 30 
".5 
2O 
10 
0 0 ~, 
M L± (GeV/c 2) 
Fig. 5. The excluded regions at 95% CL for Z°~L+L - 
(L ± --,yeW*) in the MvL versus ML~ plane. Note that the region 
where ML± > Mzo/2 and MvL <42.7 GeV is excluded for all val- 
ues OfML± • 
state does not pass the hadronic  event selection cri- 
teria. It follows from eq. (10)  that  the mass region 
0~<ML± <26.5  GeV 
for stable L -+ is excluded at 95% CL. 
( i i i )  Z°-~ tf, b' 6' and L °£ ° ( L ° unstable and short- 
lived). For  Z°-~tt ,  b'13' and L°L °, eq. (10)  can be 
writ ten as 
Fha~ F5 quarks +XG 
r?o, -- (rSM + C )  2 
F5  quarks 
< (Fsu  +0.272Fvo) 2 '  ( 11 ) 
where F j = p a r t i a l  width o f t ,  b '  or L ° and x is essen- 
tially one. Applying eq. (9 )  to eq. ( 11 ), the mass  re- 
gions Mt < 31.3 GeV, Mw < 39.4 GeV and MLo < 11.8 
GeV are excluded. Combin ing  these results with the 
results from the direct  searches descr ibed in sections 
3 and 4, the following mass regions are excluded at 
95% CL: 
0~<Mt <45 .8  G e V ,  
0~<Mw <46 .0  G e V ,  
0~<MLo < 11.8 GeV 
and 25.0 GeV <MLo <45 .7  G e V .  
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( i v )  Z°--.L°f~ ° (L  ° unstable and long-lived). We 
cons ider  an  L ° which  has an  average decay length 
larger t han  R = 390 cm (the d i s tance  be tween  the in-  
t e rac t ion  po in t  and  the ou te r  corner  of  the ECAL) .  
This  radius  is chosen because it encloses the ITC,  T P C  
a n d  ECAL which are the essent ial  e lements  for the 
had ron ic  event  select ion used in  the m e a s u r e m e n t  o f  
total  had ron i c  cross sect ion [ 1,2]. Eqs. (7 )  a n d  (9 )  
and  inequa l i ty  (1 1 ) are used to d e t e rmi n e  the ex- 
c luded  region in the MVL versus ML-+ plane.  The  va lue  
x in eq. ( 1 1 ) is modi f i ed  to be the p roduc t  o f  the ra- 
t io o f  de tec t ion  efficiencies as de f ined  previous ly  a n d  
the p robabi l i ty  that  a L ° decays ins ide  the rad ius  R. 
To be conserva t ive  the rat io o f  de tec t ion  efficiencies 
is set to one  for decay ins ide  R a n d  zero outside.  The  
excluded region in the I U~LO 12 versus  MLO plane  at 
95% CL l imi t  is shown in fig. 4 ( c o n t o u r  c) .  C o m b i n -  
ing the results g iven in  sect ions 3 a n d  5, for 25.0 
G e V < M L o < 4 2 . 7  GeV all values  o f  [U~Lo[ 2 are 
excluded.  
7. Conclusion 
A search for new heavy quarks  (t a n d  b '  ), new 
heavy  charged (L -+) a n d  uns tab le  neut ra l  lep tons  
(L °) ,  has been  pe r fo rmed  us ing 542 n b -  ~ of  da ta  col- 
lected by the A L E P H  detector.  For  Z°--,ff, the t mass  
is excluded up to 45.8 GeV. For  Z°- - ,b  ', b ' ,  the b '  
mass  is excluded up  to 46.0 GeV tak ing  in to  accoun t  
bo th  charged-current  a n d  f lavor-changing  neut ra l -  
cur rent  decays of  the b ' .  For  zO---~VL~"L a n d  Z°- - ,L+L - 
(L ±--,vLW*) where VL is a stable four th -genera t ion  
neu t r ino ,  results are deduced  f rom the total  had ron i c  
cross sect ion m e a s u r e m e n t  at the Z ° peak. The  mass  
Of VL is excluded up to 42.7 GeV. For  MvL < 42.7 GeV, 
the mass o f  L -+ is excluded for all values  o f  
ML~ > MVL. Final ly ,  for Z ° ~ L ° L  °, the L ° is excluded 
up  to MLO=45.7 GeV with the mix ing  pa ramete r s  
I U~eo I 2, where  £ = e, ~t or  z, down  to 1 0 -  ~3 at this 
mass.  Fo r  25.0 GeV <MLo < 4 2 . 7  GeV, all values  of  
I U~eo 12 are excluded.  All l imi ts  are g iven at 95% CL. 
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